
The Avitus® Bone Harvester is a suction powered
advanced bone & marrow harvesting technology that
can harvest 5-50cc of cancellous bone graft and additional
liquid marrow in minutes through a minimally invasive incision.
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#        Based on list price and potential harvest volume of cancellous bone by the Avitus® Bone Harvester.
*        Based on average cost of 10cc pack of bone graft substitute + average cost of standard jamshidi needle for BMA draw. 

 

cost savings
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$1,050+

$2,300+

$5,800+

$9,300+

5cc 

10cc 

20cc 

30cc

$10,500+

$23,000+ 

$58,000+

$93,000+

Volume of
Biologics Replaced:

With the Avitus®

 You Save:
Savings Over

10 Cases:

$105,000+

$230,000+ 

$580,000+

$930,000+

Savings Over
100 Cases:
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COST OF GRAFT PER CC ($)

$42#

*
$135+*

$400+*

$110+
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Harvest up to 50cc of autogenous cancellous bone 
and additional non-diluted bone marrow

in 5 minutes or less
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Refer to the device specific instructions for use for information on indications for use, contraindications, potential 
complications, warnings, and precautions.

Avitus® is a registered trademark of Avitus Orthopaedics, Inc.

PATENTS: www.avitusortho.com/patents
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